RADFORD UNIVERSITY: TWO POSITIONS: Radford University seeks candidates to fill two tenure-track Assistant Professor positions beginning August 10, 2005: 1) Human Development specialist with an emphasis in children and adolescents. Background in Health Psychology and its’ influence on development is desirable but not required. Duties include teaching undergraduate service courses with possible graduate teaching in area of specialization. Also includes responsibilities for advisement, university service, and the initiation and maintenance of an active research program in area of specialization; some teaching in the evenings and off campus will be expected. 2) School Psychologist to join a NASP approved Ed. S. degree program. Must be able to teach graduate assessment and evidenced-based intervention courses, supervise school-based practicum and intern students, and teach undergraduate service courses. Also includes responsibilities for advisement, university service, and the initiation and maintenance of an active research program in area of specialization; some teaching in the evenings and off campus will be expected. Post-graduate experience as a school psychologist or in training school psychologists is desirable. For both positions, doctorate to be completed by 8/2005. Applicants must provide a letter of application, current vita, and names, addresses, phone numbers of three references to Dr. Hilary Lips, Chair, Department of Psychology, Box 6946, Radford University, Radford, Virginia 24142. Radford University is a co-educational, comprehensive, state-supported institution with an emphasis on teaching located in scenic southwest Virginia, 40 miles from Roanoke, with an enrollment of approximately 9,200 students. Information on the University and the Department of Psychology is available at //www.radford.edu. Radford University is an EO/AA employer committed to diversity.